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This is a book that will open your mind to an infinite realm of possibility, reassurance, and spiritual

growth.It is the phenomenal true story of George Anderson. A man gifted with the extraordinary

ability to communicate with spirits "on the other side," Anderson offers documented evidence of his

powers through thousands of readings and dozens of scientific tests. Believers and skeptics alike

have been astonished by the accuracy of his psychic communications. He reveals to his subject

information--about events, experiences, trivia, even nicknames--for which the only possible source

is the living consciousness of the deceased. Messages of forgiveness, peace, hope, and

love...Believe it. Millions of Americans have already seen the proof of Anderson's ability on

nationwide television and call-in radio. Now, the warmth and wisdom of his remarkable gift offers us

all a glimpse of eternity. A heartfelt, universal vision that tells us "No one you are close to ever

dies..."
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I first read the earlier edition of "We Don't Die" around 1996. It was my favorite book and I

recommended it to everyone. I swore that if anything happened to someone I loved I would find a

way to get a reading with George. I was so convinced he was the real thing. Then tragedy struck in

the summer of 1998 when both my husband and son died just a few weeks apart. I contacted

George's office right away, but because he was so booked up the first available $1,000 phone

appointment was in 3 months. I made the appointment and waited with great expectations. I felt so



hopeful that when the reading took place I would hear from my beloved son and husband and feel

some relief from the horrible pain I was in. I had no other children so I had really lost my whole

family in just a few short weeks.George called me at our scheduled appointment time. I can't explain

what a horrible sinking feeling it was while listening to George and slowly realizing he was only

telling me things that anyone could find through public records, like my husband's name, cause of

death, how long we'd been married and that it was the first marriage for both of us, where we got

married, etc. There were a lot of mentions in between the vital information of how much my husband

loved me, wanted me to go on and be happy.... Generally, words of comfort, just what a person in

my situation would desperately want and need to hear. It all seemed so fake that I began to feel

disgusted, but I held my tongue and kept hoping, but he really didn't tell me anything convincing

even though I sat there during the reading surrounded by knick-knacks and photos from various

trips we'd taken, match books from our favorite restaurants, etc.But here was the clincher: George

said that my husband and I had NO CHILDREN.
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